Words for Illinois Comprehensive
Illinois: State sovereignty over a national union through the working of God's Spirit in
Illinois.

May 22, 1997: Rev. Harold Caballeros
(given at Intercessors 500, Atlanta, Georgia)
I saw a map of this great nation. . .and I saw this hand crossing the map with some lines, and I
started to watch closely. . .the second line started in the state of Texas and went up from Texas
to Michigan, Wisconsin, Indiana, and Chicago, Illinois. But something happened and this same
line started to go again from Texas, and it made a turn to Montana and then from Montana to
ALASKA. And dear brothers, the fire of the Holy Spirit came, fell down on Alaska in such a way
that the ice and the snow started to melt. I asked, "What can this mean?" He said, "I am
going to melt the ice and the snow and it will turn into water because the water from the
snow and ice will be a mighty outpouring of rain, but not normal rain, not regular rain, the
rain of the Holy Spirit." I am prophesying in the Name of Jesus, the rain of the Holy Ghost will
descend from Alaska. Then, He said, "the divine connection between Alaska and Puerto
Montt, Chile, because Alaska is in the north extreme, while Puerto Montt is in the
southern most extreme. . .the showers will go north from Puerto Montt, and the showers
will go south from Alaska and they will meet in the middle of the continent. Revival!
Revival!
9-16-08
Chuck: We pray for Illinois and ask for Your Spirit to fall on that state. We pray for the leaders of that
state to rise up with a right, correct voice. We pray that You would visit the people of Illinois and
confront their philosophies. We say that our nation will shift because of the visitation in Illinois.
1-17-10, International Church of Las Vegas
Chuck: Testimony of Chicago! The atmosphere filled with a gold glory. It was like a storm of gold that
was swirling in such a way that it was amazing if you could keep your eyes open in it. This gold would
land on people and immediately it was absorbed into people. The Lord said that's how dry my people
are and how much they need me. (I was at this meeting and I think it was at a church in Boiling Brook, Il.
I do not remember the name of the church.)
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Chuck Pierce: The Lord has me here tonight to create an atmosphere in the Chicago Area that is not
here. It is rare for me to be in a Church speaking on Saturday Night. Tonight the Lord spoke to me when
I walked in here - tonight you are creating a portal just by being here. From this moment things start
changing and being rearranged in this City. Things that were not moving when you wake up in the
morning things will be moving. He has brought us under a new opening and you have created a new
paradigm.
I will impart into you what I have developed in my life. You will start moving in a new way because in the
city of Chicago you invited in the prophetic dimension and you will start receiving the order of blessing
that the Lord has for you. When He gets us to a place and says all of a sudden, your last cycle has ended
because you pulled aside to a new cycle you created a whole new way of timing for your life. You can
stand and shout my blessing
I am going to start right now healing your stomachs I am starting right now to start pulling out that thing
that has been hidden.
At this timing in the word of God all of a sudden there is a divine contact already on your path. call that
contact into place. I am raising up a road before you, I am drawing up and I am coming up
because that road was hidden and it will produce connections to you that you have never seen - the
Highway of holiness and celebration will open in Chicago. I just saw the political conflict be addressed by
the spirit of God.
This will become a furnace pit and I will be drawing people in that are in need of being thawed out and
drawing them into the midst of this place and I will create a worship sound and dynamic that will cause
things to develop. You will be sought after and I am placing the word over you of sought after.
There are miracles in your belly and I will start bringing congress people and political people and you will
be known as one who spoke lose the miracle. This is the beginning of rededication and I will first
rededicate you and reestablish you and then you will start rededicating to me and what once produced
you will bring into a fold of multiplication. Many that walked in tonight saying the pit that I have walked
in and that has held me - that pit will become a seed and produce fruit. I am changing the pit of
captivity. Speak the seed of captivity into the ground and that cycle has been broken.
When I would come into place the Lord would refocus me on the enemy. You have created a cycle where
you will see your desire upon your enemy. I will now focus you on the one enemy that you will
overcome in the next 4 months. In the hidden place you have formed for tonight you will now receive
coded revelation over how to destroy your enemy over your children. I will begin to develop a 7 day
celebration in the Chicago region and there will be a release into the atmosphere.
Death has encroached in the land of Illinois and because you have shown up tonight I will dethrone debt.
Unravel them! Unravel them! I trusted in your hands from this land a Son and you sent your Son into
this nation to rule and now you have opened a portal over his head and he will begin to see me in a way
where He was blind.

Because you have invited my voice of revelation to come in and break the voice of religion and now the
voice of revelation that will produce what you couldn't see and what you couldn't receive will now
manifest says the Lord.
You stood on a border of a City that needed change and pulled change into the midst of the city and I will
change the chains that had this city bound.
Blessings are yours because of your obedience. Blessings are yours because of your obedience.
In Biblical time this is the month that we are right at the beginning of the last month and because you
met tonight I will now set your feet in perfect timing. In the next 40 days what needs to end will end.
What couldn't begin will begin.
2-28-10
Chuck Pierce: Dallas, St. Louis, Houston, prepare yourself for there are floods rising in your midst. My
glory is rising. Do not reject what I am bringing you this hour. I say to Cairo, Illinois, get ready for I will
fall upon you. I will begin to come into you in a new way. To Pittsburgh, I will overcome and wash away
the dust of the past. To Austin, prepare yourself for I am going to flood in through that capital and
create a new model. To the Rio Grande, rise and flood away the evil that stays along that border. I say
Colorado River, Red River, Missouri River, rise up and touch the earth. Arkansas River, rise up and allow
the glory to overtake Wichita, Kansas. My rivers are rising and when you see the Snake River flood its
banks, you will say, “The serpent has been defeated in this land.”
11-3-10
Chuck: Let the glory outpour into San Francisco, Chicago, and into Portland, into Jersey City, into Boston.
We call an outpouring into San Diego, into Tokyo, into Bangkok, into the ports of this earth. Lord, You’re
saying to ask for light to shine down on those ships coming into port, and where that terrorist structure
is hidden in that ship, it will be uncovered this hour.

12-28-10
Chuck: I say to Cairo, Illinois, get ready for I will fall upon you. I will begin to come into you in a
new way.
12-31-10
Chuck – “Watch as Detroit changes. Watch how the streets of Detroit move. Watch as Miami shifts.
Watch how the streets fill. Watch how the streets move. I say to Seattle and Chicago your streets will
change. I say to Wichita, you will not be the same.”
2-20-11
Chuck: Watch the Spirit of God come from Central America through the Latinos to Chicago and New York.
In the midst of chaos remember that He is the God of Israel.

5-28-12 Truth and Deliverance Conference, Chicago
Now for the city let me share the dream I had. I fell asleep and in the dream the Lord took me down into
the sewage structure of Chicago. Now I don’t know anything about that structure here. And Chad if you
remember you know I jumped very violently. Because the rats were in council now here what I’m saying
to you, now here what I’m saying to you, this is a dream. The rats were holding court in the sewage it,
they had a gavel, they had a robe, they were holding court in the sewage system. They were plotting,
they were planning and I knew exactly where I was. And in this dream you know cause you can be
asleep such a short time and you feel like you’ve been there for hours. I felt like in hours watching and
listening to their plotting. And then all of a sudden the rat with the gavel saw me. And he commanded
the whole group to remove and take me out and that’s when they turned to lunge on me and that’s when
I awaken.
Now the Lord says there’s a plot going on deep in the heart of this city and He brought me here to say
it. It’s linked into judicial government. And the Lord says tonight because of this gather it’s exposed.
It was planned to stop the prophetic movement of the future. Now I’m telling you this was a plot, the
rats were plotting it was almost like you know you’ve seen in cartoons they had faces, they knew how to
talk. The rats in Chicago are plotting I have no idea what this means. I’m gonna say it the way I saw it,
the rats are plotting down deep in this city linked with judicial government that will hinder God’s
people and His movement in days ahead. And the Lord says this night because of this worship
gathering you have exposed the rats. The Lord says now hear me carefully because I saw the real
danger. The Lord says this would turn on the prophetic revelation that the Kingdom of God is getting
ready to release in this city to move forward. But I say to you there is an awakening coming that will
that will out run the plot that is being plotted.
And the Lord says even some would be plotting to hold, now I’m gonna try to say this right it was like
they were plotting to use tax and debt structures to hold back God’s plan of advancement through this
whole city. And the Lord says tonight it is exposed. Tonight that which was plotted and planned and
to bring entire, the entire of God’s movement of God’s people into captivity so that they are held in
control to tax structures that are illegal and unjust the Lord says tonight it’s going to stop.
(instructions of praying for 42 days)
When you have done that this thing that is plotting to take root to hold back the move of God for the
next season is going to get exposed and be broken and God’s people are going to advance. As a matter
of fact they’re not just going to advance the unemployment rate is going to go, break open and there’s
going to be new jobs come in, there’s gonna be new promotions come in. There’s gonna be a new
release. So the Lord says if you will worship during 42 days ahead.
And once you worship like this you’re gonna start seeing the economic favor come on God’s people.
You’re gonna start seeing things start turning. You’re gonna start seeing some people who have been
unjustly convicted released. I’m gonna say this even our President is gonna come here and say wait a
minute there’s a different spirit in Chicago and what is planning to stop what God wants to do here,
he’s gonna command it to stop. Because you’ve worshipped tonight God says I’m remembering My
covenant with My people. You’ve come from Milwaukee you’ve come from all around this area, the
Lord says when you go back you take this and you circle it.

Now here’s the last thing I want to say the council of hell has been exposed by the Spirit of God by the
blood of Jesus the council of hell has been exposed. What was being counseled against you is now
exposed.
5-28-12
Chuck Pierce: Everyone say Jubilee. I would say to you I am shaking the doorpost of this city. This will
be a time of shaking the institutional structures of Chicago. But I say to you this will be 50 year
restoration moment. For I say I will restore how the Spirit of God has been quenched in this city. I am
going to move from the north, the south, the east, west and into the center of this city and the Spirit of
God that has been quenched and the move of God’s that have been stopped I say to you this is a time I
will restore those moves of God.
I say the doorposts that have stopped and quenched the moves will be transferred saith the Lord. I say
this is a time of shaking doorposts and transferring locks. So I say get ready for those who welcome My
Spirit for I will transfer property and I will transfer buildings into your hand for I have need of places for
My people to gather new and fresh saith the Lord.
2-9-13
Chuck Pierce: Chicago a fire will blaze within you again.
5-19-13
Chuck: In 2005 the Lord said you take a team to New York to Wall Street and then you take that team
from Wall Street to Jekyll Island where the Federal Reserve System began and you pray there for three
days until it’s all unlocked and you have prophesied My will over the structure that’s controlling My
people. And then later on I was in Ohio and God began to prophesy about the Tax Structure.
And then later on in Denton it was at one of these type gatherings God began to prophesy about the Tax
Structure in Chicago where the President was and with one of his associates God began to prophecy
about the Tax Structure and the working that was going on that was not right in the Tax Structure.
5-27-13
Chicago
I'm realigning My heavens over Chicago so the waters will realign. You will go through 9 months of
crumbling and you will see how to build for the future. Chicago will be repositioned for a new platform.
My people will have great opportunities. I will redo the media structure and will write a new play about
this city. Because of the realignment tonight you will have a new identity. I am God and I will cause some
things to crumble and will bring forth a new shining identity.

6-22-13
John Dickson: (Speaking) Now I prophesy into the sound that God has put into each State and even as I
am speaking this I am seeing the sounds that come up out of Louisiana. The sounds that come up out
of Oklahoma, the sounds that come up out of Texas, the sounds that come up the sound the music
sounds that come up out of Illinois, the Chicago sound. The sounds that come up out of New York, the
sounds that come up out of Alabama, the sounds that come up out of California and you mentioned

these States there are sounds that come into your consciousness the music that has come forth from
there.
Father we pray that the music that has come forth and the sounds that has come forth in each State
Lord God, in Hawaii and Alaska Lord God. Even though there might have been perverted when they
came into the earth Lord but it doesn’t make any difference we take those sounds and we say those
sound came from the heart of God, those sounds came from the heart of God and they are not the
devil’s sounds even though they were played in the bars and they were played in the religious
ceremonies of whatever Lord God. We say there are God’s sounds and we call them to come together
as tributaries coming into a confluence of a mighty River, mighty River of sound let them come.
6-23-13
Venner Alston: We decree a new ordering in Wisconsin and the Mid-West Region. Wisconsin,
Minnesota, Michigan, Illinois you will not be left behind in a move of God. We say this is a season that
the triumph reserve is rising in those territories and there is an Ezekiel 37 moment that is beginning to
unfold and take place bone to bone. We shout tonight at the Rivers of God shall grow because Judah
shall be positioned in a new way!
6-29-13
Keith Pierce to Alemu Beeftu to Chicago: As LeAnn singing Alemu’s going to Chicago. This is what
you’re taking with you, there’s a new level of holy that’s going into a city. And the city once burned
with a false fire but today it’s going to being to burn with a true fire because there is a holy fire that He
is deposited into you that is going to be send out and change, change, change that city in Jesus’ Name!

8-10-13
Chuck Pierce to Various Cities: We say the Spirit of God is going to fall in the Detroit area and the
Chicago area, in the Cleveland area and in the Cincinnati and Toledo area get ready!
11-2-13
Chuck: I saw fireballs in Chicago, Omaha and Houston. From NO to Memphis there will be a move of Your
Spirit.
5-11-14
Raymond Banks: So I speak to Chicago, I speak to Illinois I say you have a hundred year window. I say
arise step into that place of healing. Moriah Woodworth-Etter released it and she said in a hundred
years you would do that. So I say walk into that which the Lord has promised You. Do not be
complacent of rise and shine Chicago I speak to you and I say you are bigger than the corruption that
tries to surround you. And I say that Healing is breaking out all over Chicago and the Midwest in Jesus’
Name.
5-28-14

Chuck Pierce: Overshadow gang groups in every city where they’re operating out of a unified
empowerment of powers and principalities. We say those gang groups are gonna be separated out. We
send confusion in and we say the showering power of Holy Spirit will start confusing gang groups and it
will be heard that Chicago has had a revival in the gangs. Philadelphia has had a revival in the gangs,
Houston has had a revival in the gangs, Los Angeles has had a revival in the gangs, Dallas has had a
revival in the gangs, San Antonio has had a revival in the gangs. Lord we say let Miami fall under the
shadow of the Spirit of God and let the gangs repent and separate. We separate out that which needs to
be separated out this morning.
Chuck (San Francisco, 2014)
I see 3 cities that will start awakening: San Francisco, Chicago and all the way into Philadelphia and
Trenton, New Jersey. The Lord says that awakening is now beginning. And I hear the Lord saying what
the enemy tried to disrupt in 1944 in this particular place, this particular church, I say to you tonight, I
am overturning the power of that. I say I began 4 years ago to restore My root of revival here and I say
to you tonight what got disrupted now has been restored, saith the Lord.
Prophetic word from Chuck Pierce, June 18, 2014
On June 18, 2014, I ministered near St Louis. While there, I saw great conflict in this area that would
cause America to make choices. I saw that it would become a religious, racial and economic hotbed. I
saw it shaking greatly. I saw Heaven causing a great shaking in the earth. Pray for the St. Louis region.
This will also affect Chicago, Toledo, Cleveland, Cincinnati, and Detroit.
Here is the complete word from that gathering in June:
When we began to sing, I saw a very interesting, like a word of knowledge. I saw a pirate with the one
eye patch. This pirate was an evil watcher for this entire nation, and he was positioned here. God began
to use our sound to sew up his eye. The Lord began to speak by His Spirit to me:
"From this portal I have been waiting to stop the watching power of the enemy. For in this land that you
know as America, this is the place that the eye and evil of mammon was formed. You have caused that
eye to suffer, but from this place you are beginning to sew shut that which the enemy is doing to watch
the movement of the supply lines of this land. As you resound, I AM beginning to do things here for a
nation that can only be done here. This will now become the dividing line of a nation. This day and this
area becomes a dividing point for a nation.
"From this dividing line, I will now begin to separate that which would continue to go astray and lead
many astray. At this dividing line I will now change the atmosphere! Even of this place we're standing
in-this place will become a harvest portal! The conflict will begin to arise in the earth. That which has
watched harvest go in certain directions and siphoned harvest into certain wrong directions (I will blind).
I will now watch over the harvest of this land, and the harvest sound of heaven will now come through
this portal and divide the tares and the wheat of this nation. (This is a place of dividing.) This area, this
Decapolis in America, becomes the dividing line where the sound of Heaven can enter in and start

separating wheat and tares for the future. And the Harvest begins! I'm going to start setting a new
plumb line in front of you that will realign the Apostolic-Prophetic measure that is presently in the earth."
7-9-14
Chuck Pierce: We loose a prophetic mantle to go forth in the 10 top cities in America. Lord we say to
New York City let the prophets go and let them arise! We say to Los Angeles let the prophets go and
let them arise with a voice and a roar! We say to Chicago you’re voice has been stopped but the
prophets will arise and come forth!
6-30-17
Chuck Pierce: Words from the Springfield meeting on June 30, 2017 with Apostles Dutch Sheet, Chuck
Pierce, Pat McManus along with Kingsley Walker, James Vincent, and Raymond Banks Apostle Chuck
Pierce I hear the Lord saying that a wind is beginning, we want the beginning wind to stir NOW, and
when Kingsley was singing I heard the Lord say I will blow in three months interval and in this first month
interval I am going to be blowing away things that have embedded in what has been and stopped the
move of what I am trying to do so Kingsley sing blow away Blow away (OVER and over) And the Lord says
as this blowing away occurs I will deal with lawlessness that has settled. For I say the strong arm of
power in Chicago I am going to start blowing through this state and I am causing the strong arm of
Chicago to experience a blowing away like it has never experienced before. Blow away the lawlessness,
blow away blow away.. I say do not get discouraged over the next 12 months, for it will take me many
gusts to blow away that which has been rooted wrongly. But I say tonight this very day I am beginning to
stir a wind that will hit the root that has held misuse over the last four years, I say to you I am sending
winds that will blow away they will be physical and spiritual winds, they will be circling Chicago and
though they are known as the windy city it will be known as the city that is hanging on to keep from
being blown away. If you endure the next 12 months I will change the wind from blowing away and shift
it to blowing in my spirit to stand. I say to you withstand the next 12 months and then the wind will
shift… Blow away Let the shift begin. Apostle Pat McManus For the Lord says I am blowing a wind to
uncover that which has been hidden. I am causing a greater awareness of my presence as my power and
wind begin to blow and I am causing uprooting of that which needs to be destroyed. The Lord says I am
releasing the wind of my spirit as an ax to the root and I begin to move I will blow the winds to uncover
the hidden things, the things that have been lying dormant, the things that have caused the shackles and
chains, the things that have caused the tentacles to truly grip across the nation. For the Lord says I am
causing the wind to uncover to begin to remove to lay the ax at the root and the Lord says that as I begin
to blow that which needs to be removed God say will move. God says I am releasing the winds of
movement and I am releasing the winds of movement, I am releasing the winds of movement. The Lord
says to get ready for movement in the winds sayeth the Lord. 2 Kingsley Walker There are pillars in the
land that have to go they are holding all that is lawless in this day blow Away unrighteous pillars blow
away James Vincent What I see in the spirit is that in the past there was a wineskin an old wineskin and
what was inside became too much and it would burst the wineskin and the wine inside would just
scatter and no one was able to enjoy the wine because it would just scatter, but the Lord said since in

this day and in this time I am now ripping away the wineskin and this time the wine that inside will begin
to flow out into the atmosphere and not just scatter into the ground. And this wine will blow to the left
and will blow to the right and nothing will be able to contain the new wine. For it will go where I send it
and it will penetrate where I send it and the enemy cannot stop this wine, this wine will flow to east and
to the west and to the north and to the south so God let it break forth. Put away old wineskins put it
away, I see God ripping old wineskins away Lift you new Freedom New Freedom in the new wine Apostle
Chuck Pierce So the Lord says the next year will be a blowing away and the next year will be a reforming.
I say to you what has been scattered in the past I am bringing together in new ways so I say over these
next year as things are being blown away You will gather You will gather and You will gather again and
the power of the curses that have scattered my people in the past will begin to let go and a reforming
will occur and I say I actually see your going to meeting like this every three months throughout the state
to worship and to gather and in the process I have conceived a new thing over this state but if it was
brought forth today you would not have the strength to bring it forth but I say to you, I am going to start
causing you to gather and gain strength so I will postpone the delivery of this movement as you gather
but in the postponement I will be releasing new strength to my people throughout Illinois. I will be
sending a wind to blow away the old and releasing a wind on my people to bring new strength to bring
to birth. The Lord says you will birth a movement in this nation that will be heard all the way from Maine
to Alaska, so the Lord says tonight receive the beginning of the wind of strength that will strengthen you
that will cause you to endure and at my perfect time will cause you to bring forth. 3 Raymond Banks So
the Lord says to you arise my people in this time and do not fear the shaking that the heaven will endure.
For the Lord says that as the heavens are shaking do not fear it for the Lord says raise up a cry raise up a
worship raise up a sound unto me and you will see that I the Lord your God’s hand will move across this
state. The Lord says he is moving His hand in a figure 8 it is time it is time as you move forward and as
you gather yourselves in a group across this state that my hand of a figure 8 will cause a new beginning a
new thing to come forth and you will recognize it from the last season for the Lord says this day open
your eyes and look and you will see what I am releasing as the shaking from the second heaven releases
the destiny that you call Illinois., Apostle Dutch Sheets The Lord started dropping references to my heart
about the wind Gen 3:8 The voice of the Lord is in the wind. The Lord would come and talk to Adam in
the cool of the day, but the correct translation is Adam heard the voice of the Lord in the wind. Holy
Spirit just blow in and I don’t know if Adam saw His or not but I do know that in his prefill state when
Holy Spirit whiffed into the garden when the voice of the Lord was blown in there, Adam heard clearly
the voice of the Lord in the wind. SO I SAY TO YOU FRESH WIND FROM HEAVEN IS GOING TO BLOW THE
VOICE OF THE LORD INTO THIS STATE AND FRESH STRATEGY WILL BE BORN OUT OF THAT WIND. WHERE
YOU COULD NOT HEAR BEFORE YOU WILL HEAR NOW AND EVEN THE UNBELIEVERS WILL HEAR AND
KNOW WHAT IT IS THEY MAY SAY GOD TALKED TO ME. WHEN YOU GET INTO MEETINGS LIKE THIS AND
THE HOLY SPIRIT IS WELCOMED INTO THE ROOM EVERYBODY WLL HEAR HIM. YOU DON’T HAVE TO BE A
PROPHET TO HEAR HIM. THEY WILL BE IN A WORSHIP SERVICE AND JUST SAY I JUST HAD THIS THOUGHT
AND REALIZE GOD IS TALKING TO THEM AND THEY ARE HEARING GOD. I SUSPECT LEADERS THAT THEY
ARE GOING TO START HEARING FROM GOD AND IT COULD BE IN CHURCH OR A GOVERNMENT LEADERS
ARE ABOUT TO BE HEARING FROM GOD HERE IN THE STATE OF ILLINOIS AND SOME OF THEM WILL HEAR
YOUR OUT AND SOME OF THEM WILL HEAR YOUR PROMOTED THE VOICE OF THE LORD IS IN THE WIND
II Samuel 5 David is fighting the Philistines and they come to the valley of Rephaim and he defeats them
and then the next day the very same enemy came against him again and unlike most of us David did not

assume he knew how to fight. The Holy Spirit told us early in this service how you’re going to win in
Illinois. He laid it out for you the next 2 years. The wind 4 blew strategy into the room and the prophets
picked it up and you have all the strategy you need to win the Philistines Demons in Illinois for the next 2
years because victory, strategy and timing are in the wind. You’re going to hear if you will pattern
personally your house, your life, church life, congregations, business, hear strategy to succeed. If your
business is struggling get there early and worship for about 30-40 minutes and I promise you strategy to
turn your business around and you will be transformed form loss to gain because you allowed the
instruction of the Lord to be blown in through worship. Ezek 37 Valley of dry bones. Is there any passage
symbolically that can better picture America today? This passage of the dry bones and the distance we
have fallen as a nation away from Him. How many know there is hope for dry bones? Hope for people
that are so dead? They are pictured as skeletons where the bones are so dry, they are disconnected and
God comes along and asks the question, “Can these bones live again?” It must have been a real vision for
the prophet, He said to God, “You know I don’t know, but You know the story the prophet was told to
prophecy to the bones just like we are prophesying to Illinois. When the bones came together, and still
no life, Father God said prophesy to the wind. If you prophesy to the wind, like we did tonight, the Wind
of my Spirit, will blow into these bodies and flesh on them the Wind of my Spirit will produce life and
make them an army. When life entered into them, they stood up! Like a very great army. There is a very
great army that is going to be commissioned in the USA and Illinois, the apostolic state, is going to get in
on this. There are some states that are ahead of other and Illinois is behind. But I have to say this to you,
God is about to change that, thru the Wind of His Spirit. There is a rushing mighty wind coming from the
4 corners. The 4 Winds of God and wind comes from the North, South, East and West. And when the
wind comes, all at the same time, there is only one thing that can happen, A WHIRLWIND- a tornadic
force of wind begins to blow. There is life and the strength to become an Army in the Wind. Now armies
have discipline, weapons, structure and training. You can just about preach a whole message on this one.
There is life and the strength of an Army in the Wind. Psalm 104- He rides the wings of the wind and
makes the wind His messenger. It is a passage, strangely worded, but is talking about angels. God says
they are coming to clean some things, rearrange, coming to help and change wineskins-rip them up, give
us new ones, pour new wine, and get rid of some old structures and ways of thinking. Angels are more
powerful than demons. Some of you are going to wake up and find angels in your bedroom. Some of
your 5 unbelieving children are going to find angels in their bedrooms. There are even some government
people that will find angels in their office. Acts 2- Pentecost is in the Wind. Tongues of Fire are in the
Wind. That would mean gifts of the spirit are in the Wind. Salvation is in the Wind. I believe that God is
about to bring, into the Earth, that which will be significant in power and scope and anything you read
about in the Book of Acts. Why should that be hard for us to believe? If HE is the same yesterday, today
and forever and HE is coming with another outpouring of HIS Spirit. Why can’t we believe Illinois will be
turned upside down which will be right side up? Acts 3- Peter is preaching as the wind blew thru the
Gate Beautiful, healed a man that had been laying there for 40 years. Don’t get the idea that he had to
walk with a limp. This guy was born with deformities. He never walked and his limbs were crooked and
muscles never formed. And then in a fracture of a second, bones formed ligaments and muscles became
strong and he was leaping and praising God. The whole nation knew him as they passed by the gate and
that this was an incredible miracle. Crowds grew by the thousands in minutes and Peter seized the
opportunity and began to preach. And that is what is saying to Illinois. My Breath will come to the state
and blow intensely and this creates seasons of restoration and this means to re constitute something

which means to bring it back to the way it is supposed to be. Through the blowing of the breath and God
is saying and talking to government tonight and congregations and talking about wineskin and talking
about judging enemies God is going to re constitute Illinois and the wind of his spirit is about to blow
again. It is all in the wind. 11 Peter 1 says the Bible written because holy men of old were led by the Holy
Spirit and HE flowed through human beings and on to the paper, the revelation of the ages poured
through human vessels so powerful that the Bible says that no word spoken by Him is without power. It
is immutable, unchanging forever settled in heaven and everything you need to know about Him flowed
through them when the breath of God flowed through them.. Revelation is in the wind. The ways of God
are in the wind, the instruction of heaven is in the wind. When the wind comes in fullness to this state
the atmosphere will be pregnant with revelation. You won’t have to try to hear from God and not be able
to, you will keep pen and paper ready cause you will wake up every night and open your Bible and
journal will be full because revelation is in the wind. Apostle Chuck Pierce 6 Let’s thank God that He has
shown us where this state is and there is a breakthrough in the wind. When the that place in heaven
positions itself over us you begin to see signs and wonders do not miss your sign over these next 12
months and then the next year they will begin to happen and point you in the direction you should go.
With that you have to understand the first thing is to align his triumphant reserve and He will move us
into a new place. What I mean by the triumphant reserve is the people of God start coming together and
that those who have been scattered will come together and begin to worship and breakthrough will
occur. Now on May 31, 2008 God caught Chuck up and showed him the nation state by state. The Lord
showed me every state and whether they had a covenant with Him or not. In some states He showed me
the apostolic strength fiery castles down in the earth and triumphant reserve would hit one of these
fiery castles we would go out seven times brighter. Illinois had a key center God had chosen and they
were forming and not every state had these centers, but every state had thrones and iniquitous
structures. What made Illinois different where the centers were the thrones were and they were
contending with each other and no head way was being made and it was not that you did not have great
apostolic strength and not great intercession but your thrones of iniquity were as strong as you ere
therefore the darkness kept encroaching and spreading because these thrones could not get over
turned. WE are Here to Announce tonight the thrones will be overturned starting today. Now the other
thing we know is Chicago is called the windy city so what God showed me winds surrounded the city
picture of Chicago and what it looked like. You have incredible cities and incredible prairies and all of a
sudden the wind was moving in every direction but I will say there is going to be a massive wind come
from the east of the west portion of this state flooding toward the east. I am here to announce this was
over eight years that God showed me this and that is America would only change if we learn to play the
Trump card. I will have a people that are capable to make a move that the enemy surround this state in
worship and there will be a sound that comes we are here to announce and we have seen enough signs
to come that the shift over Illinois started tonight. And even though it has been postponed for the last 4
years it has started tonight and I am here to make a decree that it will not be able to be stopped. Let’s
Stand up
7-16-17

Chuck Pierce: We’ve got a Team right now in Chicago. We just came from the outskirts of the Capitol of
Illinois God is looking at Chicago He’s looking at Illinois. He’s saying; I’m coming in to visit and re-arrange
things.
7-5-17
Anne Tate: We speak to Illinois and Chicago and their financial system and the violence that’s there and
we say; GRACE, GRACE, GRACE!
8-19-18

Chuck Pierce: Some of you are wonderful; what’s happening here? It’s exactly what needs
to come forth for the Body of Christ; remember we’re a Prototype for the Body. When you
walk in here not only are you hearing for yourself but we’re hearing for what we’re
pressing through for Tulsa, and Nigeria and Botswana. And China! Lord; we say right
now; You’re gonna come forth in Indiana and Illinois, in Iowa!

